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        DEPTH STUDY 3: EXPANDING CONTACTS 

 TOPIC 10
Mongol expansion 
(c. 1206–1368) 

  10.1  Overview 
 Numerous  videos  and  interactivities  are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au . They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered 
in this topic. 

 10.1.1 Links with our times 
 Wrestling is Mongolia’s national sport. It is one of the three ‘manly arts’ and pits two men against each 
other in unarmed combat. The match begins with both wrestlers performing a ceremonial dance. The dance 
is based upon the movement of an animal, such as a deer or eagle, depending upon the region that the wres-
tler represents. Dressed in a short, open jacket ( jodag ), briefs ( shuudag ) and leather boots ( gutal ), the men 
grapple until one hits the ground. According to match etiquette, they must shake hands before and after 
the bout. At the country’s most popular wrestling competition, in Ulaanbaatar, about 1000 wrestlers from 
around the country compete for a nationally recognised rank and the chance to become champion.  

 The popularity of wrestling today is one of many ways in which modern-day Mongolia continues to 
refl ect the Mongolian Empire of the Middle Ages, a nation that rose to prominence because of its military 
prowess. Under the leadership of Genghis Khan, one of history’s most fearsome fi ghters, the Mongol army 
conquered over a quarter of the known world, creating the largest land empire in history. The Mongol army 
killed millions of people, shattered great centres of learning, and crushed ancient traditions and civilisations. 

  SOURCE 1  Wrestling is Mongolia’s national sport. Traditionally, both wrestlers begin by performing a ceremonial 
dance based on the movements of animals.  
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The Jin dynasty is
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Khitan defeated by
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Northern Uigher tribe
accepts Mongol rule.
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Mongol forces complete
conquest of northern
China and defeat
northern Song.
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 A timeline of the Mongol expansion  

 Big questions 
 As you work through this topic, look for 
information that will help you to answer these 
questions: 
1.    What was China like before the Mongol 

invasion?  
2.   What alliances were important to the 

success of the Mongol Empire?  
3.   How did technology assist Genghis Khan in 

his ambition for conquest?  
4.   How did Genghis Khan’s rule differ from 

that of his descendants?  
5.   How did the Mongol Empire reshape the 

world?  
6.   What led to the collapse of the Mongol 

Empire?   

 Starter questions 
1.    What do you know about the Mongol army 

and its most famous leader, Genghis Khan?  
2.   What purpose does the Great Wall of China 

serve today?  
3.   Do you think China’s technology would 

have been more or less advanced than the 
Western world during the Middle Ages? 
Why?  

4.   What evidence of Chinese culture can you 
see in your own city or town? Based on this 
evidence, what do you know about Chinese 
culture and beliefs today?   
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Despite the destruction, the Mongol Empire laid much of the foundation for the modern world. Mongol 
power contributed to the revival of learning in Europe, reunited China and expanded frontiers. Trade, 
knowledge and ideas flowed along the Silk Road under Mongol protection. It is no wonder, then, that the 
world of the thirteenth and fourteenth century is often called the age of the Mongols.

10.2 How do we know about the Mongol 
expansion?
10.2.1 Records and writing
In this topic, we will explore the age of the Mongols, from about 1206 to 1368 CE. For many people, 
this was a time of war and destruction at the hands of the Mongol army. For others, it was a time of rela-
tive peace when ideas and religions could be expressed freely and cultural barriers were lowered between 
Europe and Asia.

Official records
To ensure they are remembered by the generations to come, governments often commission official   
histories to be created. Just a few decades after his death, the Mongol leadership commissioned an anony-
mous writer to document the life of Genghis Khan, leader of the Mongol army, as well as that of his son, 
in The Secret History of the Mongols. Intended to be read by only the Mongolian ruling class, the book was 
based upon the oral stories passed down within the empire and celebrated Khan’s heroic deeds. Written in 
a flowing style, it included lessons for keeping the empire strong (see SOURCE 1).

SOURCE 1 The Secret History of the Mongols is a mixture of prose and verse, and contains many lessons.

She gave unto each [of her five sons] a single arrow shaft, saying ‘Break [it]!’ The single [arrow shaft] — how 
could they have hindered [it from breaking]? — each brake and cast away. Again, she bound five arrow shafts 
together in a bundle and gave [them to her sons], saying, ‘Break [them]!’ All five, holding, every person, the five 
arrow shafts bound in a bundle, were in turn not able to break [them].

The writings of explorers
China was known as the ‘middle kingdom’ in Europe during the Middle Ages, and legends of its wealth and 
mystery filled the popular imagination. Following the publication of The Travels of Marco Polo, interest in 
the region increased. Sources such as SOURCE 2 give information about both the Mongols and what other 
societies thought of the Mongols.

SOURCE 2 Marco Polo’s descriptions of the Khan’s prowess on and off the battlefield helped to make the Great 
Khan a celebrity in Europe.

When Nayan and his men saw their camp thus encircled by the khan and his host, they were seized with amaze; 
yet they ran to arms, formed themselves in order of battle, and were soon prepared to strike. Then began the 
beating on many instruments, and singing with loud voices; for it is the custom of the Tartars [Mongols], that 
until the horn termed naccar is winded the troops do not engage. But when that grand trumpet of the great 
khan was sounded, all the other performers began playing, and raising their voices very loud, making a noise 
that was truly most wonderful. Then the two armies rushed against each other with sword, spear, and lance, 
while the footmen were prepared with bow and quiver. The battle was fierce and cruel; the arrows filled the 
air like rain; horses and horsemen were seen falling to the ground; and the tumult was such, that if Jove had 
thundered, he could not have been heard. Nayan was a baptized Christian, and therefore had the cross upon 
his standard. Never, in our day, was there so hard and terrible a combat, nor so many assembled on one field, 
especially of horsemen; and the number who fell on both sides was fearful to behold. The battle continued from 
nine in the morning till midday; but the great khan at last remained master of the field.
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 10.2.2 Everyday objects and art 
 To better understand the lives of the Mongol people, 
it is important to look at the everyday objects they left 
behind (see  SOURCE 3 ). Much can be learned by looking 
at  seemingly simple things such as the tools they used, 
the jewellery they treasured, the houses they lived in and 
the food they ate.  

 An artistic view 
 Artwork gives great insight not only into the feelings of the 
artist but also into the audience for which the  artwork was 
created. During the reign of the Mongols, Chinese artists 
worked for their Mongol rulers,  producing calligraphy 
and paintings that depicted everyday life, landscapes and 
famous battles (see  SOURCE  4 ). There were also many 
artworks created centuries after the  fall of the Mongol 
Empire. Some of these, such as the painting shown in 
 SOURCE 5 , depict the power of the Mongol army.    

  SOURCE 3  This  paiza , or Mongol passport, 
was used by those travelling through the 
Mongol Empire on offi cial business. It was 
worn around the neck so that it would be 
visible to customs offi cers who would let 
the wearer pass. The inscription reads, 
‘By the strength of Eternal Heaven, an edict 
of the Emperor [Khan], he who has no respect 
shall be guilty.’  

  SOURCE 4  This thirteenth-century artwork depicts 
Kublai Khan, grandson of Genghis Khan, in a hunting 
party. This source was created using ink and colour on 
silk during the Mongol expansion.  

  SOURCE 5  A sixteenth-century illustration 
of the Mongol army engaged in battle with 
Chinese Song dynasty forces. This is a 
secondary source as it was created many 
years after the event it depicts.  
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10.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. What years was the age of the Mongols?
2. Sources created during the time of the Mongols, such as paintings, would not be biased.
3. In the Middle Ages, what did Europe know China as?
4. Why was China known as the ‘middle kingdom’ in medieval times?
5. Objects such as weapons provide us with information about the Mongol people. List three everyday objects 

that provide us with information about the lives of the Mongol people from the Middle Ages.
6. What type of artwork was produced during the reign of the Mongols?

Apply your understanding
7. What lesson do you believe was meant to be learned by the boys in SOURCE 1?
8. What else, besides the lesson itself, does this story suggest about Mongol culture in the thirteenth century?
9. In SOURCE 2, the explorer Marco Polo describes a large battle.

(a) What adjectives or phrases does he use to describe the Khan and his forces?
(b) What adjectives or phrases does he use to describe the Khan’s enemies?
(c) Whose side was Marco Polo on (if any), and how can you tell?

10. List the similarities and differences between the portrayals of battle in SOURCES 2 and 5.
11. SOURCE 3 is an example of an everyday object used by government officials. What does it tell you about 

the society in which they lived? Does this fit with the society portrayed in SOURCES 1, 2 and 5?
12. Between SOURCES 1, 2, 4 and 5, which would you trust to depict Mongol culture mostly accurately? Why?
13. Using the sources in this spread and what you have already read about the Mongol expansion, make 

some predictions that suggest why the Mongol Empire expanded so quickly during the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries.

10.3 Life in imperial China before the 
Mongol conquest
10.3.1 The Song dynasty
In the twelfth century, over 
100 million people lived under 
the rule of the Song. The Song 
Empire  covered 4 million square 
 kilometres of rich agricultural land 
and bustling cities. In 960  CE, 
the first Song emperor, Taizu, 
established his control of central 
China when he led the army in a 
rebellion against the government. 
Once in power, Taizu turned away 
from using military force to rule 
the people.

The emperors of the Song dynasty built their authority through a strong civilian government:
 • civil servants were selected by a series of examinations and interviews
 • an imperial academy and university trained government officials
 • governors and magistrates were appointed to run government at a local level

SOURCE 1 An illustration created in the twelfth century of the beautiful 
city of Kaifeng, the capital of the Song dynasty. In the eleventh century 
it had a population of more than one million people.
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 •   senior government offi cials were made responsible for drawing the emperor’s attention to public opinion 
and problems  

 •   taxation of trade and industry raised the revenue to fi nance important government works such as  irrigation 
programs  

 •   prices were regulated through government control of big industries such as salt, tea and wine.    

 DID YOU KNOW? 
 Anyone who wanted to appear before the emperor had to sink on their knees and knock their head nine times 
on the fl oor to show their obedience. 

 10.3.2 Life in the Song cities 
 Peace in Song-dynasty China led to a massive 
growth in population because farming techniques 
improved, irrigation systems were rebuilt and 
trade grew. As a result, Song city streets were 
bustling places, crowded with the congestion of 
horses, mules, carts,   rickshaw   boys and    porters   
carrying goods dangling from poles balanced 
across their shoulders. People stopped to shop at 
the booths and stalls marked by tall posts and 
banners advertising their wares. In the Song cities 
of Kaifeng and Hangzhou, the wealthy could 
shop for exotic items such as rhinoceros horn 
from Bengal and ivory from Africa. Street stalls 
and shops stayed open until 2 am. At the tradesmen’s stalls, there was knife sharpening, pot mending, 
coffi n making and tailoring on offer. Crowds also gathered to listen to fortune tellers, watch magicians and 
consult healers.  

 Song cities were built in the shape of a square and had thick defensive walls. People entered the city 
through guarded gates and walked down straight streets that criss-crossed from north to south and east to 
west. Houses were grouped into   wards  , enclosed by another protective wall that was locked every night. 
In cities teeming with people, the government was responsible for community health and hygiene. Garbage 
was regularly removed from the streets and trans-
ported on barges to dumps in the countryside. 
Every day the ‘pouring men’ came to cart away 
the city’s human waste, which was dried and used 
as fertiliser for the local vegetable gardens. 

 Home and the Chinese family 
 Traditional life in China was in stark contrast to 
life for the nomadic Mongol warriors. The Chinese 
way of life centred on agriculture. Every member 
of the Chinese peasant family was needed to work 
on farming tasks such as draining and ploughing 
fi elds, fertilising crops and irrigating. Most people 
living in traditional Chinese communities were 
bound to the land for their survival. Traditional 
Chinese culture emphasised a person’s duty to 
their family, including dead ancestors who were 

  SOURCE 2  This early twelfth-century illustration shows 
court ladies pounding silk.  

  SOURCE 3  The ideal traditional Chinese family (from 
the southern Song dynasty, tenth century)  
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continually honoured through religious rituals. Loyalty to the family was more important than loyalty to 
the government. The father was the head of the family and made all the decisions. Wives and children were 
expected to obey. 

 During the Song dynasty, China had many small villages where between 200 and 400 people lived in 
family cottages made from mud bricks. Chinese families also lived on boats, called sampans, along the 
busy waterways of the large river systems. Within the harbours of the port cities, thousands of boat people 
lived in fl oating villages. The strong Chinese family network provided security in a land where natural 
 disasters like insect plagues, fl oods and droughts frequently destroyed harvests and homes.  

 10.3.3 Song inventions and ideas 
 Many inventions and ideas began in ancient China. 
From the fourth century CE, the Western world was 
greatly infl uenced by Chinese developments such as: 
 •    the loom for weaving silk  
 •   the compass for establishing directions and distances  
 •   the breast strap harness and the foot stirrup for horse 

riding  
 •   the stern post rudder for steering ships  
 •   the wheelbarrow  
 •   the blast furnace for obtaining metals  
 •   the mechanical clock to keep time and track the 

movements of the sun, moon and stars.    
 The Chinese discovered that a combination of coal, 

saltpetre and sulfur would make gunpowder 300 years 
before the Western world discovered it. The Song 
dynasty leaders recognised the military usefulness of 
gunpowder and used it to set off fi res and create fright-
ening clouds of smoke. Song China defended itself 
against the Mongol army by hurling gunpowder gre-
nades from catapults and shooting fl aming arrows from 
thick bamboo tubes.  

  SOURCE 4  A water-powered Song clock in 
Kaifeng that moved through its cycle by the 
tipping of water from one bucket into another. 
The clock wheel rotated every 14 minutes and 
24 seconds.  

  SOURCE 5  A Song dynasty description of one of the uses of gunpowder 

 At the end-of-year festival … there were many fi recrackers … there were fuses so arranged that when you 
lit one it set off hundreds of others … [Some] fi reworks … were like wheels and revolving things, others like 
comets, and others again shooting along the surface of the water, or fl ying like kites … 

 Spreading the word 
 Printing began in China 700 years before it appeared in Europe. In 750 CE, sheets of paper were stamped 
with inked blocks of wood into which Chinese characters had been carved. It was a quick and easy process 
known as ‘block printing’. By the ninth century, the blocks had become much larger and each could print 
a whole page. Over the centuries, labour-saving methods of printing were developed. The Song dynasty 
printer Bi Sheng made characters out of clay and set them in a frame. These clay characters could then be 
removed and new characters arranged for printing the next page.   

 10.3.4 Danger looms 
 Behind the splendour of the Song dynasty was weakness. North of the empire was the land of two 
 powerful tribes called the Khitan and the Jurchen. In 1004 CE, the Song dynasty made the fi rst of many 
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peace agreements with the Khitan, agreeing to give an annual   tribute   of silver and silk to their northern 
 neighbours. The peaceful policies of the Song eventually strengthened the position of the Khitan who 
 continued to launch raids into Song territory. 

 In 1120 the Jurchen were at war with the Khitan. The Song supported the Jurchen in the belief that defeat 
of the Khitan would free them from the annual tribute payment. However, the decision was  disastrous for 
the Song. Jurchen forces defeated the Khitan and then turned south to invade the Song Empire. The Jurchen 
took control of Kaifeng in 1126, humiliated and murdered the members of the imperial family and then 
drove the Song from northern China. The Jurchen established the Jin dynasty in the north, with a capital in 
Beijing.  

  SOURCE 6  This artwork, held in the Summer Palace in Beijing, shows a battle between the Jurchen and the 
Song in the twelfth century. The artist and date of creation are unknown.  

 The southern Song 
 The surviving members of the Song dynasty fl ed south and established a new capital at the town of Linán, 
now known as the city of Hangzhou. This southern Song settlement was protected by the dense forests 
of the lower Yangtze River valleys. Linán was located in the wealthiest agricultural land in China. The 
southern Song secured themselves in this prosperous region by building a navy to defend the coast and 
developing more sophisticated military technology. The southern ports fl ourished as Song sailors and their 
fl eets of ships made long voyages in search of trade. They held their power in this southern empire for 
another 150 years, until they faced a more powerful foe than the Khitan — the Mongols.  

 10.3 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    What saved the city of Kaifeng from being attacked by the Khitan?  
2.   Design a twelfth-century travel brochure advertising the sights and places of interest to be found on a day 

trip to the city of Kaifeng. If you have the equipment, design it using traditional woodblock printing.  
3.   Identify at least fi ve ancient Chinese inventions and their purposes or uses.   

 Apply your understanding  
4.     SOURCES 1 – 3  provide valuable information about the art and architecture of Song China. Using the sources 

as your evidence, write a brief description of the particular features of the gardens and buildings, and the 
way the artist has chosen to paint the scenes.  
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  10.4  The Mongol people and their land 
 10.4.1 The Mongol homeland 
 The Mongols were nomadic tribal people 
from Mongolia, the cold and barren 
land to the north and west of China. 
The Mongol homeland was bordered by the 
high Altai  mountain range to the west, the 
Gobi Desert to the south and Lake Baikal 
to the north. 

 The people raised animals on the vast 
treeless grasslands of Mongolia because 
the region was too cold and dry for growing 
crops. The Mongols lived off their herds of 
cattle, goats, yaks and sheep. Fleece was 
used to make clothing and line the walls of 
homes, known as  yurt .  

 They collected the sheep manure 
for  fuel  and made cheese and butter from 
milk.   Mutton   was also a major part of the 
Mongol diet. The Mongols used camels to 
cross the harsh deserts, oxen to move heavy 
loads and horses for transport, hunting and 
warfare.  

 Life in Mongolia was shaped by the land 
and the seasons. Every year the  Mongols 
migrated south from summer pasture lands 
on the open plains to their winter pas-
tures in the sheltered mountain valleys. 
Survival in the unforgiving climate was a 
struggle and so Mongol territory remained 
sparsely  populated. ‘ Luxuries’ such as 

5.   What qualities of the ‘ideal family’ are expressed in  SOURCE 3 ?  
6.   Imagine you are one of the people pictured in the crowded city street in  SOURCE 1 . Write a short description 

of why cities like Kaifeng were so important to the cultural life of China.  
7.   What evidence can you fi nd in  SOURCE 5  to support the statement that the Song dynasty used gunpowder 

for more than warfare?  
8.   If you had been born in the eleventh century, would you have liked to live under the rule of the Song? Why 

or why not?  
9.   What do you think were the top fi ve reasons for the defeat of the Song? Justify your answer.  

10.   What elements of the Songs’ way of ruling a city can be found in Australian society today?  
11.   Design a timeline and record the major events in the downfall of the Song.   

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.1: Chinese life vs Mongolian life  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 

  SOURCE 1  A traditional Mongolian yurt was easily 
collapsed and transported. The conical shape allowed rain 
to run off and provided resistance against strong Mongolian 
winds. Sections of the wooden frame were secured with 
strips of rope to form a cylinder shape over which felt was 
stretched for insulation. Roof poles supported the outer 
covering.  

  SOURCE 2  Yaks are perfectly suited to the Mongolian 
landscape. They can survive extreme temperatures, live 
on rocky slopes and fl at plains, and can forage through 
snow for fodder, which is essential in a country where snow 
covers the ground for almost half the year. Hangai yak 
provided Mongols with meat, milk and transport.  
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grain, metals, textiles and tea were obtained 
through raiding  or trading with the settled 
 agricultural people living to the south of 
 China’s Great Wall. 

 From 400 BCE, the Chinese constructed 
walls to defend themselves against raids from 
the tribes living along their northern border. 
China’s huge population was concentrated 
in the river valleys where the people culti-
vated crops, constructed roads and built great 
cities. The Great Wall marked the boundary 
between two very different ways of life: the 
wealth and sophistication of   Imperial   China, 
and the  poverty and simplicity of nomadic 
 Mongolia. The Chinese regarded the Mongols 
as ‘barbarians’.  

 10.4.2 Mongol society – women and hunters 
 The Mongols lived in small clans. Groups of clans were bound together by marriage and blood relation-
ships to form a Mongol tribe. A chieftain, or Khan, governed the tribe. The Khan was not born to rule, but 
kept the position of power through constantly proving personal strength and protecting the tribe. Within 
clan groups, the people belonged to a particular social class which determined everything, from what they 
were given to eat at a banquet to how they were armed and dressed when they went into battle. 

 The role of women 
 Mongol women had power, infl uence and considerable freedom because they managed daily life in the 
camp. Their tasks included: 
 •    herding and milking all the livestock  
 •   making cheese, yoghurt and butter  
 •   packing the yurt  
 •   making felt by soaking and beating sheep fl eece for winter insulation of the yurt  
 •   rearing the children, cooking and sewing animal skins into warm winter clothing.   

 Marriage ties were very important to Mongol tribal organisation. Marriages were arranged through 
 discussion with clan leaders and were regarded as an important step into adulthood. Men were permitted 
to have many wives. Once married, a woman was responsible for her own yurt. The location of the yurt, in 
relation to the man’s yurt, indicated seniority amongst the women. The fi rst married wife placed her yurt to 
the east of her husband’s and subsequent wives placed their yurts to the west. If the husband died, it was 
expected that the youngest son or brother would take care of the widow. Married women had particular 
status in Mongol society and were identifi ed by elaborate headdresses. 

 Hunters and horses 
 Horses were the Mongol’s most treasured asset. The herders and hunters of Mongolia spent their lives in 
a saddle. From childhood they were taught to hunt from horseback. This outdoor life gave the  Mongols 
 independence and mobility. Traditional hunting expeditions, called the  nerge , also provided military 
training. By riding in a vast circular formation, the Mongol horsemen gradually forced wild game such as 
deer and boars into a  corral , or enclosure. The hunt required great teamwork, skill and endurance. Mongol 
warriors were known to ride for days without rest, surviving on dried milk curd and the blood drawn from 
an incision into the veins on their horse’s neck. The life that the Mongol nomads knew from birth created 
powerful warriors.  

  SOURCE 3  Mongolia lay to the north of China. The stark 
northern landscape was the home of people the Chinese 
regarded as barbarians. This Song dynasty illustration 
shows the Chinese view of the Mongol homeland as barren 
and harsh.  
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 10.4 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Why was the clan and family so important to the survival of Mongol society?  
2.   When and why was the Great Wall of China built?  
3.   What were the biggest differences for men and women in Mongol society?   

 Apply your understanding  
4.    Pretend you are a Mongol tribe member who has made the journey to trade with the settled agricultural 

people to the south of the Great Wall. Using the sources in this spread as a basis, tell the farmers about your 
home and why you continue to live there despite the harsh conditions.  

5.   Referring to  SOURCES 1  and  2 , as well as the material in this spread, describe the Mongol people’s 
relationship with: 
•    the land 
•    their animals 
•    the weather 
•    the Imperial Chinese 
•    each other.    

6. SOURCES 1  and  3  are images of Mongolian life. Using these sources, suggest why the Chinese regarded 
their northern neighbours as ‘barbarians’  

7.   Imagine you are the leader of a hunting party on the third night of an as-yet unsuccessful hunt. Write 
a speech that you would give to the other hunters to raise their spirits and remind them of why they 
must go on.   

  10.5  The rise of Temujin 
 10.5.1 Temujin – early life 
 The details of Temujin’s early life are unclear, but it is 
believed that he was born around 1162 and was the son of a 
warrior and minor chieftain named Yusegei. Mongol legend 
claims that Temujin was born clasping a clot of blood in his 
right hand, a sign that he was destined to become a hero.  

 Temujin was a member of a Mongol tribe known as the 
 Oirat . When Temujin was still a young child his father was 
poisoned by another band of nomads and his family was 
abandoned by their clan. It was left to his mother, Yulun, to 
instruct him in the skills of the warrior: riding horses and 
shooting the Mongol bow and arrow. 

 At that time, the Mongols were divided into many tribes 
that constantly went to war with each other in their efforts 
to gain the best hunting grounds and pastures. Warriors also 
went on raiding parties, kidnapping women from other tribes 
to be brought back as additional wives. A shaman named 

  SOURCE 1  A sculpture of Temujin, 
who became known to the world as 
Genghis Khan  

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.1: Chinese life vs Mongolian life  
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Teb-tengri described life on the   steppe   when Temujin was a boy by saying, ‘There was no respite, only 
battle. There was no affection, only mutual slaughter.’ 

 10.5.2 The creation of a Khan 
 As a young man, Temujin was noted for his height, his broad forehead and his piercing green eyes. 
He learned to survive by developing military superiority and the skills of diplomacy and negotiation. By the 
time he was in his twenties, Temujin had built alliances with a number of other Mongol clans. He gained a 
reputation as a furious warrior and a man of great infl uence, leading to his being given the position of tribal 
chief in 1189. In 1206 — the year of the leopard — his greatness was recognised when he was elected as 
the Khan over all his fellow tribal chieftains. Temujin took on the new title of  Genghis Khan , meaning ‘the 
universal ruler’. 

 To strengthen the bond between the Mongolian tribes, Genghis Khan relied upon three ties that were 
familiar to the nomadic tribes: 
 •     quda  — tie of marriage. A skilled politician, 

Genghis Khan used marriage as a tie to bind 
together old enemies, even marrying one of his 
daughters to a rival tribe after they submitted to 
him without a fi ght.  

 •    anda  — tie of sworn brotherhood. As a child, 
Temujin had made this tie with a friend named 
Jamuka by exchanging knuckle bones and a bow 
and arrow. As a man, Genghis Khan exchanged 
valuable items such as sable coats with other war-
riors to create ties that were considered stronger 
than the tie between real brothers.  

 •    nökör  — tie of friendship. This was a bond sim-
ilar to that of a European lord and liegeman, in 
which the follower promised to obey and defend 
his leader, leaving his family behind to travel with 
his leader.     
 The Great Khan commanded loyalty from his com-

panions and obedience from his soldiers, but accepted 
criticism from his advisers, including his mother, 
Yulun. He was also noted for his tolerance of other 
religions, a position that he adopted because it made 
it easier to work with and manipulate others. Under 
the brilliant leadership of Genghis Khan, the warring 
Mongol tribes were fi nally united.   

  SOURCE 2  When a new camp was established, 
the Khan’s tent was the fi rst to be erected. In this 
image, created in the fourteenth century, the Khan 
is surrounded by his court offi cials. In the trees 
outside, the yak tails hang as a symbol of the 
presence of the Khan.  

  SOURCE 3  Genghis Khan met with a Taoist holy sage, or holy man, in 1221. The record of his conversation with 
Ch’ang-Ch’un presents a different image of the great Khan. 

 I hate luxury and exercise in moderation [the Khan wrote]. I have only one coat and one food. I eat the 
same food and am dressed in the same tatters as my humble herdsmen … In the space of seven years 
I have succeeded in accomplishing a great work, uniting the whole world in one empire. I have not myself 
distinguished qualities … But as my calling is high, the obligations incumbent on me are also heavy and I fear 
that in my rule there may be something wanting. To cross a river we need boats and rudders. Likewise we invite 
sages and choose assistants to keep the empire in good order … I implore thee to move thy sainted steps. 
Do not think of the extent of the sandy desert. Commiserate with the people in the present situation or have 
pity upon me and tell me the means to preserve life. 
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Genghis Khan’s first military victory as the universal ruler was against the Tanguts of Xi Xia, south of 
the Gobi Desert. Rather than battle the forces of Genghis Khan, the Tanguts chose to pay a tribute to him. 
The Great Khan now controlled a major section of the Silk Road, giving his army direct access to China.

SOURCE 4 Genghis Khan’s ferocious reputation was created through statements that Yuan-dynasty writers 
attributed to him.

The greatest joy a man can know is to conquer his enemies and drive them before him; to ride their horses and 
take away their possessions; to see the faces of those who were dear to them wet with tears …

10.5 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. In his early life, Temujin displayed impressive physical characteristics and skills. What were they?
2. Match the names in column A with the description in column B.

Apply your understanding
3. Write a caption to accompany the sculpture of Genghis Khan in SOURCE 1.
4. How is Genghis Khan depicted in SOURCES 3 and 4? What might account for the differences in 

these depictions?
5. Explain the terms quda, anda and nökör in your own words. Which of these do you think would have been 

the most powerful tool to control a population? Discuss your answer with a classmate and then write down 
the biggest differences in your opinions. Do you still believe you made the best choice?

6. Using the internet or your library, research the importance of the Silk Road and answer the following 
questions.
(a) Who built the Silk Road and why?
(b) Where was it? What were travelling conditions like on the road in the thirteenth century?
(c) Explain the road’s strategic importance to Genghis Khan.
(d) Name some of the products and ideas that were transported via the Silk Road in the days of the Great Khan.

Column A Column B

Temujin Genghis Khan’s mother

Yusegei The Mongol tribe Genghis Khan belonged to

Yulun Title meaning ‘the universal ruler’

Anda The Mongol leader who became Genghis Khan

Genghis Khan Mongol warrior who was the father of Temujin

Oirat A tie of sworn brotherhood

10.6 The Mongol army
10.6.1 Mongol army – mobilisation and strategy
With a mighty army consisting of the Mongol tribes from the southern deserts, the steppe lands of central 
Mongolia and the mountains of the freezing northern frontiers, Genghis Khan invaded China in 1211. 
Swift-footed horses carried the Mongol cavalry with incredible speed over vast distances. The cavalry 

 Complete this digital doc: Worksheet 10.2: Genghis Khan: using words to paint a portrait
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combined military skill with discipline and toughness; Mongol commanders believed that winter provided 
the best opportunity for war, and used frozen lakes and rivers as their highways to battle. 

 Mobilising an army 
 The Mongol tribal organisation developed military strength. Even in peacetime all able-bodied men between 
fi fteen and sixty years of age were under military orders, meaning that they could be called upon to fi ght. 
Promotion in the Mongol army was not related to high birth, but achieved as recognition of bravery and 
skill. The Mongol army was reformed and reorganised under Genghis Khan. It was composed of: 
 •     arban  — a group of ten men from different Mongol clans, ordered to be loyal to each other regardless 

of clan connections  
 •    zuun  — a company, consisting of ten arban  
 •    myangan  — a battalion, consisting of ten zuun  
 •    tumen  — an army, consisting of 10 myangan.   

 The tribal links of the clan groups were broken up by the army structure to ensure old loyalties could not 
threaten Mongol unity. In battle the close-knit and tightly drilled units used skills developed in the tradi-
tional Mongol hunt, encircling, trapping and then cutting the enemy to pieces. The use of   couriers   enabled 
the various sections of the Mongol armies to keep close contact with each other. 

 The importance of strategy 
 Mongol military campaigns involved thorough planning and   reconnaissance  . Not only did this make it 
possible for the Mongols to defeat their foes, but they were also able to learn new battle strategies from 
their enemy. From the Chinese and the Persians, the Mongols learned about siege machines and gun-
powder. They then transported catapults on horseback to the battlefi eld and hid their movements behind 
smoke grenades and fi rebombs.  

Heavy cavalry Light cavalry

  SOURCE 1  The  tulughma  was a Mongol tactic using heavy and light cavalry in tight 
formation. Heavy cavalry charged the enemy and broke enemy lines. Light cavalry were 
protected by heavy cavalry and used lightning speed and manoeuvrability to launch a 
second wave of attack.    
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 10.6.2 Mongol soldiers 
 The Mongol soldier was well equipped and carried a variety 
of weapons: 
 •    a lance fi tted with a hook for pulling enemies from their 

horses  
 •   a curved sword and a dagger that was strapped to the arm  
 •   two bows; one used to shoot from horseback and another 

heavier bow for use on foot. The typical Mongol bow could 
shoot arrows that pierced armour 200 metres away.  

 •   a shield, an iron helmet and armour made from leather that 
was waterproofed with a coating of lacquer.   
 The Mongol warrior’s greatest strength lay in his horse, a 

short and stout wild animal that was tough and hardy like the 
soldier that rode it. Mongol horses could survive the bitter 
winter of the north because they had coarse coats and the ability 
to fi nd and feed from the grasses that lay beneath winter snow. 
The Mongol army provided each soldier with about fi ve horses 
to accompany him on campaign, as the rule was that no horse 
could be ridden for more than one day in four. It was said that 
Mongol soldiers could live in the saddle for up to ten days and 
would eat the raw meat of dogs, rats, mice and horses when 
they were on campaign. Stories of the discipline and strength 
of the Mongol army spread fear across Asia and Europe.  

 Death and duty 
 One of the most important features of the Mongol army was the principle of strict discipline known as  Yasa , 
meaning an order or decree. The thirteenth century writer Juvaini explains the Yasa as a ‘rule for every 
occasion and a regulation for every circumstance while for every crime [there was] a penalty’. Genghis 
Khan was unable to read and write because Mongol civilisation had not developed   literacy  . Adapting 
Uigher script from the northern Turkic tribe, the great Khan had the rules of the Yasa written down on 
scrolls. During wartime, desertions, failing to rescue captured colleagues, plundering without permission, 
sleeping on duty, fi ghting with other tribal groups within the army and showing unnecessary kindness to a 
captive were all punishable by death.  

  SOURCE 2  Mongol horsemen could turn 
and shoot arrows from their composite 
bow with great accuracy and speed. 
The composite bow was made from 
combining a layer of sinew, wood and 
horn to create the frame.  

  SOURCE 3  Genghis Khan declared in the Yasa that ‘if the military leaders and the leaders of the many 
descendants of the ruler who will be born in the future, should not adhere strictly to the Yasa then the power 
of the state shall be shattered and come to an end’. Although a complete list of the laws has never been found, 
it is believed that they covered all aspects of public and private life. The Yasa was of particular importance to 
the discipline and structure of the army. 

•    The ruling that divides men of the army into tens, hundreds, thousands, and ten thousands is to be 
maintained. This arrangement serves to raise an army in a short time, and to form the units of commands. 

•    The moment a campaign begins, each soldier must receive his arms from the hand of the offi cer who has 
them in charge. The soldier must keep them in good order, and have them inspected by his offi cer before 
a battle. 

•    Forbidden, under death penalty, to pillage the enemy before the general commanding gives permission; but 
after this permission is given the soldier must have the same opportunity as the offi cer, and must be allowed 
to keep what he has carried off, provided he has paid his share to the receiver for the emperor. 

•    To keep the men of the army exercised, a great hunt shall be held every winter. On this account, it is forbidden 
any man of the empire to kill from the month of March to October, deer, bucks, roe-bucks, hares, wild ass and 
some birds.   
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 10.6.3 Conquering the world 
 Most people in the path of the Mongol army had a choice: surrender and live, or resist and die. If a city 
rebelled after agreeing to surrender, the population was massacred and the city was annihilated. As the 
Mongols moved across western Asia, they used terror as a weapon of war, exterminating town after town, 
and encouraging the spread of stories about their conquests. Genghis Khan began his invasion of China 
by attacking the Jin (pronounced ‘chin’) people, located in northern China and Manchuria. In 1213, the 
Mongol armies broke through the Great Wall of China and within two years conquered and destroyed the 
Jin capital city of Yanjing, later known as Beijing. So many thousands of people were killed in the conquest 
of northern China that it was said white hills appeared that were made of the bones of the dead. 

 In 1227 Genghis Khan died during a campaign in China. His vast empire was divided between the four 
sons and grandsons of his chief wives to create four Mongol kingdoms: 
 •    Kublai Khan ruled China — the Yuan dynasty  
 •   Hulegu ruled Persia — the IlKhanate  
 •   Batu Khan ruled southern Russia — the Golden Horde  
 •   Chagatai ruled Central Asia — the Chagatai Khanate.   

 In 1268 the Mongols launched their second colossal invasion of China. Mongol forces were now led 
by Genghis Khan’s grandson, Kublai Khan. Kublai Khan’s army   blockaded   the Yangtze River and began 
advancing on the cities of the southern Song. The Song were well defended with their modern gunpowder 
weapons, such as rockets and fl amethrowers. The Mongol armies changed their fi ghting tactics and sur-
rounded the great walled Song cities, cut off supplies and starved them. For four years the   sieges    continued 
until the Mongols were victorious. Every Song city that fought against the Mongols was destroyed. The only 
chance for survival was unconditional surrender. 
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  SOURCE 4  A map of Mongol military campaigns that would create the largest empire the world had ever seen, covering 
over 33 million square kilometres.  
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  SOURCE 5  Despite the Mongol army’s domination of much of Asia, 
attempts to conquer Japan failed, as shown in this nineteenth-century 
Japanese woodcut. In both 1274 and 1281, Mongol invasions were 
thwarted by a combination of resistance from Japanese warriors and 
destructive typhoons, which shattered the Mongol ships and killed many 
thousands of the Mongol invaders.  

Do you want to explore more? Link to  myWorld History Atlas  to explore important 
historical events from different periods and regions of the world.
   www.myworldatlas.com.au   

 � Mongol Empire

 10.6 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    How many warriors constituted a tumen?  
2.   Begin a timeline of the history of Mongol expansion, beginning with the conquest of the Jin. Leave enough 

room so that, as you learn more about the creation of the Mongol Empire, you can continue adding details of 
events and personalities to your timeline.  

3.   Write a bullet point summary of the key features of the Mongol army.   

 Apply your understanding 
4.    The Mongol Empire continued to expand after the death of Genghis Khan. Refer to  SOURCE 4  to answer the 

following questions. 
(a)    How far west did Genghis Khan’s campaigns go?  
(b)   Which three Asian empires were conquered by the Mongols?  
(c)   What region was the focus of Kublai Khan’s campaign and empire?  
(d)   What city was at the centre of the Mongol lands?  
(e)   Which modern countries were once part of the Mongol Empire?    

5.   Imagine you have been given the task of training a group of young Mongol warriors. Refer to  SOURCES 1 – 3  
to write a speech you will present to your trainees clarifying how they should dress, the skills they will need 
and the rules they will have to follow.  

6. SOURCE 5  depicts the sinking of a Mongol ship in a typhoon and is drawn in a traditional Japanese style. 
Referring to previous images in this chapter, redraw this scene in a traditional Mongol style. You may like 

 The closing defeat of the 
southern Song came in 1276. The 
Mongols again used their siege tac-
tics to destroy the Song navy. For 
two weeks they encircled the Chi-
nese fl eet and blocked all supplies. 
With the last Song forces weak-
ened, the Mongols attacked on a 
morning shrouded in rain and fog. 
Mongol victory was swift. Among 
the thousands of Chinese who 
died on that day was the last Song 
emperor, a child named Bing, and 
his empress mother. Mongol vic-
tory was complete when Kublai 
Khan declared himself the fi rst 
foreign emperor of China. By this 
time, the Mongol army had con-
quered territory stretching from 
the Arctic Ocean to the Persian 
Gulf, and from Hungary to Korea.      
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  10.7  Mongol rule — the Yuan dynasty 
 10.7.1 Yuan dynasty 
 Now the emperor of China, Kublai Khan named his new dynasty 
 Yuan , meaning ‘creative force’. He abandoned the old Mongol 
capital of Karakorum and established the imperial Chinese 
capital in the modern-day city of Beijing, where he developed 
a very different style of government that blended Mongol and 
 Chinese traditions. By doing so, he created a Chinese state that 
was bilingual, multicultural and tolerant of religious differences.  

 Yuan government 
 Kublai Khan brought Confucian scholars to his court to help 
govern Yuan China. He appointed a General Secretariat, com-
posed of 14 trusted offi cials, to enforce his laws and ensure 
effi cient government. The population of China was divided into 
four groups or classes: 
 •     Mongols  — the elite of Yuan dynasty society who were given 

all the most important government jobs. The Mongols did not 
have to pay taxes and were granted large estates that were 
worked by Chinese peasant labourers.  

 •    non-Chinese allies and    mercenaries    from the west  — appointed as government offi cials across the 
empire  

 •    northern Chinese  — Khitans, Jurchens and Koreans  
 •    southern Chinese  — all subjects of the former Song dynasty.   

 The northern and southern Chinese had limited rights, were punished more severely than non-Chinese, 
were forbidden to gather in public and paid heavy taxation to support the Yuan government.  

 10.7.2 Rebuilding China 
 Millions of workers were set the task of rebuilding China after decades of Mongol war and conquest. 
Transport links were constructed with thousands of kilometres of roads and a Grand Canal linking north 
and south China. To protect against possible famine,   granaries   were built throughout the empire. Kublai 
Khan built schools, hospitals and orphanages, and established a regular postal service connecting every 

  SOURCE 1  A thirteenth-century 
painting of Kublai Khan, the fi rst 
emperor of the Yuan dynasty. As 
emperor, the Khan placed the whole 
of China under Mongol control.  

to do further research on Mongol art to help you. How might a Mongol artist have depicted this scene 
differently?  

7.   Based upon what you now know about the Mongol army’s strategy, write two short accounts of one of the 
fi nal battles before the fall of the southern Song stronghold during the siege of 1276. The fi rst should be 
written from the perspective of a member of the Song royal family and the second from the perspective of 
a Mongol warrior.   

   Explore more with this weblink:  Mongol Empire warfare game 

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.3: Mongol warriors  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 
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  SOURCE 2  The coat worn by the emperors in China showing the 12 symbols of power. The meaning of each 
symbol is listed below.      

 C
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 A
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and enlightenment

 B

 B

Fu — justice

Water weed — purity
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and enlightenment
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Grain — abundance
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 G  J
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corner of his Yuan kingdom. The Khan also sent explorers to map China’s great river systems and record 
the geography of the vast land. This encouraged merchants to journey overland to the Middle East and 
South-East Asia, and eventually led to the development of trade links with Europe. In 1269 Kublai Khan 
established a printing offi ce so that pamphlets could be published to communicate government decrees to 
the people. He also encouraged the printing of books on a wide range of subjects including agriculture, law, 
medicine, mathematics, art and history. Yuan dynasty printing presses were so widespread that books were 
mass produced and cheap to buy. Paper 
money was printed with such success 
that, for the fi rst time in human history, 
paper money became the main form of 
currency.  

 Fantastic cities and ‘gardens 
bright’ 
 Kublai Khan built a magnifi cent palace 
for  himself in his winter capital, on the 
site of the ancient city of Chung-tu. 
He renamed it  Tai-du , meaning ‘Great 
Capital’. The Khan’s city was an archi-
tectural marvel of Arabic, Mongolian, 
western Asian and Chinese styles. It was 
said that the elaborately decorated dining 
room seated more than six  thousand 
guests. In inner Mongolia, approximately 
300  kilometres north of Beijing, Kublai 
Khan built his summer city Xanadu. It 
was designed according to the layout of a 
traditional Chinese city, but also included 
many features of nomadic Mongolian 
culture. Here, the Khan slept behind 
screens of ermine skin to remind him of 
the hunt.   

  SOURCE 3  Despite the positive achievements of the Yuan 
dynasty, the population of China plummeted due to the harsh 
conditions imposed upon them by Mongol rule. This Yuan-
dynasty painting by a Chinese artist shows death luring a baby 
away from his sister. His mother is powerless to save him.  
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SOURCE 4 An excerpt from Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s nineteenth-century poem Xanadu. The poem was based 
on Marco Polo’s account of Kublai Khan’s Summer Palace.

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.
So twice five miles of fertile ground
With walls and towers were girdled round:
And there were gardens bright with sinuous rills,
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;
And here were forests ancient as the hills,
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

10.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. Are the following statements true or false?

(a) Kublai Khan was the first emperor of the Yuan dynasty.
(b) Yuan government totally abandoned the traditions of Song China.
(c) The Yuan dynasty was tolerant of religious differences.
(d) All people living under the rule of the Khan were treated equally and protected by the law.
(e) Confucian scholars were banned from the Yuan dynasty court.

Apply your understanding
2. Describe how SOURCE 1 portrays Kublai Khan.
3. Identify the 12 symbols of power shown on the emperor’s robes in SOURCE 2. Then write a letter to the Khan 

advising him on how he should behave and the personal qualities he would be expected to show as a ruler of China.
4. Examine SOURCE 3. What comment is the artist making about life in Yuan China? Write a newspaper article 

depicting the plight of Chinese peasants during the Yuan dynasty.
5. Refer to the text and SOURCE 4. Using the same metre, write your own poem about an aspect of Kublai 

Khan’s rebuilding of China.
6. Why do you think the symbols of power from SOURCE 2 were important to the Chinese?
7. If you were to design similar robes for the leader of China today, what symbols do you think should be 

included? Why?

 Complete this digital doc: Worksheet 10.4: The Yuan Dynasty

RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY

10.8 Culture and beliefs at the Khan’s court
10.8.1 Honouring China’s heritage
During the Yuan dynasty, the Khan’s court was the centre of political, artistic, philosophical and religious 
debate and expression. In order to maintain stability within the empire, the Khan sought to find a balance 
between Chinese and Mongolian culture.
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 The infl uence of royal women had begun with Genghis 
Khan’s mother. It continued into the reign of Kublai Khan. 
His wife, Chabi Khatun, played an important role in shaping 
the government of the empire when her support of Tibetan 
monks encouraged many members of the Mongol ruling 
class to convert to Tibetan Buddhism. The emperor’s mother, 
Sorghaghtani Beki, realised that Kublai Khan would need to 
understand the Chinese if he was going to successfully rule 
over the 100 million people of Yuan China, and encouraged 
him to study their belief systems. Taking his mother’s advice, 
Kublai Khan invited scholars and religious leaders to attend 
his court and debate matters of religious and philosophical 
importance. During the Yuan dynasty, Chinese religion, ideas, 
art and culture fl ourished. 

 Yin and yang 
 The Chinese believed that two opposing forces shaped the 
 universe. Known as yin and yang, these forces were two halves of 
the same whole and could be seen in the rise and fall of the tides, 
the yearly cycle of the seasons and the cycle of night and day: 
 •    Yin was the female forces — darkness, cold, wet, softness, 

earth, moon and even numbers.  
 •   Yang was the male forces — brightness, 

heat, dryness, activity, heaven, sun and odd 
numbers.    

 The path to enlightenment 
 During the Song dynasty, three great religious 
traditions had merged to produce a set of beliefs 
and principles shared by  Chinese people of all 
social classes: 
 •     Confucianism  — developed in the sixth 

 century BCE by the Chinese philosopher 
Confucius, this philosophy valued qualities 
of honesty, morality, loyalty, self-sacrifi ce, 
love and good manners. Confucianism also 
taught people about their place in society.  

 •    Daoism  — a way of thinking based on the 
teaching of the philosopher Laozi who 
stressed the importance of living a simple 
life that honoured the natural world. Daoism 
eventually became a religion with deities, 
temples and priests, and taught people how 
to improve society by understanding their 
place in nature.  

 •    Buddhism  — a religion that came to China 
from India in the fi rst century CE,  Buddhism 
emphasised the need to reject material posses-
sions as a path to enlightenment.  Buddhism 
gave people a hope of life after death.    

  SOURCE 1  The relationship between 
yin and yang is often compared to the 
movement of the Sun over a mountain 
or valley. The yin is the shady place 
while the yang lies in the sunlight. Over 
the course of the day, the yin and yang 
change places, expressing their unity.  

  SOURCE 2  In this seventeenth-century painting the farmer 
and his family are shown making offering to the gods at 
the family shrine. Even the poorest home had a shrine 
located in the central part of the house where the names 
of ancestors were recorded and offerings of food, incense 
and fl owers were made every day. Symbols that came 
from Buddhism, Daoism and Confucianism were included 
in daily religious rituals.  
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 Art and culture 
 In Chinese culture, painting, poetry and calligraphy were 
known as the ‘three perfections’. Poets and painters aimed to 
express spiritual peace and tranquillity through their art, while 
the calligrapher aimed to capture the beauty of every line of a 
Chinese character. Traditionally, Chinese art was rich in sym-
bolism. Plants and animals represented objects and ideas of 
importance. 
 •    The butterfl y represented the human spirit or joy.  
 •   The chrysanthemum represented courage.  
 •   The crane represented a long life and great happiness.   

 With Kublai Khan’s encouragement, Chinese writers, 
painters and calligraphers recorded the history of the  earlier 
Tang, Jin and Song dynasties. 
Although many Chinese artists agreed 
to work for their Mongol emperors, 
some expressed their true feelings 
about the Mongol   occupation   of 
China through art and literature.  

 The most highly regarded painters 
of this period were known as the  lit-
erati . These scholarly Chinese artists 
turned away from depicting everyday 
life in China and concentrated on 
painting landscapes. Rather than 
painting images designed to please 
their audience, they sought to depict 
nature as  they  experienced it, a prac-
tice that would infl uence generations 
of artists to come.   

  SOURCE 3  In this poem, the hawk 
symbolises the Mongols and the 
thrush represents what remained of 
Chinese culture under Mongol rule. 

 In the eighth month the 
 Mongol hawk fl ies 
 low over the ground; 
 In a fl urry [the thrush] takes 
 refuge under a tree. 
 The beautiful little bird knows 
 in advance to hide itself; 
 How much more should 
 people act according 
 to circumstances. 

  SOURCE 4  Huang Gongwang was the oldest of the four painters 
known as the Masters of the Yuan dynasty. This painting shows 
the Fuchun Mountains to which he retired after serving briefl y in 
the Mongol administration.  

 DID YOU KNOW? 
 It was not until 1707 that the 
Europeans were able to imitate 
the Chinese process of producing 
porcelain. 

 10.8.2 Visiting the court of Kublai Khan   
 Kublai Khan’s palace was a vibrant place full of visitors from around the Mongol Empire and beyond its 
borders. The Khan was attended by religious and political advisers, and encouraged the free exchange of 
ideas. Although the court was multicultural and was tolerant of its members practising different religions, 
it still had its share of confl ict. 
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A

Foreign dignitaries
were welcome at
the court of Kublai
Khan. Such visits were
an opportunity to
increase trade between
the East and the West.

A

Under the rule of
Kublai Khan, Tibetan
Buddhism thrived
and became one
of the of�cial religions
of the Yuan dynasty.

B

Women who were
close to Kublai Khan
were encouraged to
engage in political
discussions during
his rule. His mother 
and wife were
particularly in�uential.

C

Confucianists, some
of whom had advised
the Song, were invited
to the Khan’s court.
Xu Heng was a
well-respected
Confucianist and
educator, and was
appointed the �rst
leader of the dynasty’s
National Academy in
1271.

D

The court was �lled with poets, artists and calligraphers, whose work was displayed for all to
see. In�uential poets included Zhang Yanghao, who challenged government policies, and
Huang Gongwang, who was one of the four great painters of the Yuan dynasty. After retiring
to the mountains, he spent three years painting one scroll.

E

Diet was of great importance. It was
believed many diseases could be cured
or prevented through diet alone. Assorted
foods that may have been eaten included
duck, chicken, �sh, rice and vegetables.

F

In the thirteenth
century, the court
of Kublai Khan
regularly saw
high-level
meetings
between the
Mongolian
ruling class and
dignitaries from
around the world.
Through these
meetings, ideas
�owed into China,
while tales of the
now-famous
emperor spread
all over the world.

G

During the Yuan dynasty, there were many
debates between Daoists and Buddhists
at the Khan’s court. After losing a debate
in 1281, Kublai Khan ordered many Daoist
texts to be burned.

H

B

C

E

G

H

F

D

   SOURCE 5  A modern artist’s impression of the court of Kublai Khan      

 10.8 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding  
1.    Create a poster expressing the different religious traditions and beliefs of China. Start your poster by writing 

the heading  Religion and beliefs  in the middle of a blank piece of paper. List the variety of beliefs that guided 
the Chinese people and explained their world. Place your list around the heading with a brief description 
of the meaning of each belief. Complete your poster with an illustration based on the source images.  

2.   Match the word in column A with the description in column B     

 Column A  Column B 

 Butterfl y  The art of writing Chinese characters 

 Yin  One of the three Chinese perfections 

 Crane  An image representing joy and the human spirit 

 Poetry  Symbol of darkness, cold and wet 

 Calligraphy  An image representing long life and happiness 
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 Apply your understanding 
3.    In Song China it was said that ‘the three teachings fl ow into one’. Describe how the harmonious relationship 

between China’s three main beliefs has been expressed in  SOURCE 2 .  
4.   Examine  SOURCE 3 . Explain the symbolism of the birds and the message the Chinese artist is expressing.  
5.   Imagine you have the opportunity to talk to the poet of  SOURCE 3 . Compose a series of questions you can 

ask him to fi nd out more about his perception of Yuan art, literature, beliefs and values. Do you think these 
views would be shared by Huang Gongwang? Why or why not?  

6.   Write a short report entitled  Art and beliefs during the Yuan dynasty . Refer to all the information — both text 
and images — supplied in this spread.  

7.   Is it fair to describe Kublai Khan’s rule as an ‘occupation’ of China? Why or why not?  
8.   Imagine you have been invited to visit the Khan’s court in order to share your ideas on religion or politics. 

Write a short piece describing your feelings upon approaching his court for the fi rst time.  
9.   Using the internet or your library, research one of Confucianism, Daoism or Tibetan Buddhism and answer 

the following: 
(a)    How and where did this belief system begin?  
(b)   When and how did it enter China?  
(c)   Why might it have appealed to the people of China during this time period?  
(d)   How may its teachings have guided Kublai Khan in ruling over the Chinese people?  
(e)   Are these teachings still relevant to our lives today? Explain your answer.     

  10.9  The travels of Marco Polo 
 10.9.1 Building ties with the Far East 
 In 1260 two brothers, Nicolo and Maffeo Polo, departed from the rich Italian trading city of Venice on a long 
and dangerous journey to China. They eventually arrived in China by way of the ancient trade route known 
as the Silk Road. Like many before them, they 
were amazed by the grandeur of Kublai Khan’s 
court and the splendour of his palace. 

 Kublai Khan was fascinated by the Polo 
brothers and their distant homeland. He was 
keen to learn more about their strange beliefs 
and  customs, so he invited European teachers 
and Christian  missionaries to Yuan China. The 
brothers returned to Europe as   ambassadors   for 
the Yuan dynasty. 

 In 1271 the Polo brothers left Venice for China 
once more, this time with the task of presenting 
a message from the Pope to the great Khan. 
The brothers were accompanied by  Nicolo’s 
young son, Marco. After a four-year journey 
through the Holy Land, Persia and Tartary, they 
entered the Khan’s court in Cambuluc (Beijing), 
where they received a warm welcome.   

  SOURCE 1  An eighteenth-century illustration 
showing the Polos setting sail for China  

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.5: Court culture  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 
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 10.9.2 Marco Polo becomes the 
Khan’s ambassador 
 While Nicolo and Maffeo concentrated on 
 establishing trade between China and Europe, Marco 
studied the Mongol language and culture. When 
Kublai Khan asked him to travel for six months to a 
distant part of his territory, Polo agreed and brought 
back a number of relevant observations that the 
Khan’s older advisers had failed to notice. He spent 
the next seventeen years of his life as the Khan’s 
trusted adviser and ambassador, carrying messages 
and collecting information and even taxes for the 
Yuan Empire. Having gained the Khan’s trust, he 
was promoted to governor of the city of Yangzhou.   

  SOURCE 2  This thirteenth-century French illustration 
shows Marco Polo arriving at the court of Kublai 
Khan with his father, Nicolo, and his uncle, Maffeo.  

  SOURCE 4  As an ambassador for Kublai Khan, Marco Polo was 
given the duty of retrieving a holy Buddhist relic from Sri Lanka — 
the tooth of Buddha. 

 … They succeeded in getting two of the grinder teeth, which 
were passing great and thick; and they also got some of the hair, 
and the dish from which that personage used to eat, which is 
of a very beautiful green porphyry. And when the Great Kaan’s 
ambassadors had attained the object for which they had come 
they were greatly rejoiced, and returned to their lord. 

 Spreading the legend 
 Marco Polo returned to Venice in 
1295, but his adventures did not end 
there. After accepting the position of 
‘gentleman commander’ of a Venetian 
galley, he joined the battle of Curzola. 
With the Venetian Navy defeated, he 
was taken prisoner by the Genoese. 

 Between 1296 and 1297, Marco 
Polo was held as a prisoner in the city 
of Genoa, during which he told the 

  SOURCE 3  Polo’s work for the Khan would take him around Asia and Europe and through many of the lands 
conquered by the Mongols. 
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10.10 Defeat of the Mongol Empire
10.10.1 A failing leadership
From its humble beginnings on the Steppe, the Mongol Empire grew to become the largest land empire the 
world has ever seen. Although its beginning was marked by military conquest and unity between the tribes, 
its end was marked by corruption, in-fighting and the rebellion of its citizens.

story of his remarkable travels to a writer named Rusticello of Pisa, a novelist who had previously written 
The Romance of King Arthur. Based upon their conversations, Rusticello of Pisa wrote The Travels of 
Marco Polo, which was peppered with tales of strange customs and legends, marvellous creatures, powerful 
warlords and lands of untold wealth.

How much of The Travels of Marco Polo is true was questioned by people in the fourteenth century but, 
even on his deathbed at the age of 70, the intrepid explorer insisted that The Travels was a true account 
of his experiences. When asked by a priest 
to retract his ‘fables’, Marco Polo said, 
‘I have not told half of what I saw.’ Whether 
the stories were true or not, what cannot 
be questioned is Marco Polo’s influence on 
the popular imagination of the day. When 
Christopher Columbus set off to find China 
more than a century after Polo’s death, he 
carried a copy of the book with him. To 
Columbus, as to many others, Marco Polo 
was both inspiration and guide.

10.9 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check your understanding
1. Imagine that you are Rusticello of Pisa and you have just heard Marco Polo’s story. Refer to the text to write 

a diary entry recording key points of what he has told you and your amazement at his remarkable journey.

Apply your understanding
2. Based upon SOURCES 4 and 5, what descriptive language did Rusticello of Pisa use to create a sense of 

excitement about the travels of Marco Polo?
3. Use the sources and information in this spread as the basis for a children’s storybook or cartoon strip, 

illustrating one significant event from the adventures of Marco Polo. Design your book or cartoon to tell 
the story with the same sort of imagination that excited the European world for centuries. Some suggested 
‘episodes’ are:
(a) The journey begins
(b) Pageantry and decoration in the Khan’s court
(c) Finding the tooth of Buddha
(d) Capture in Genoa (you may need to consult other sources to accurately depict this episode in his journey).

4. What sort of person was Marco Polo? How can you tell?
5. With a classmate, discuss whether or not you think The Travels of Marco Polo was a true account. Find 

evidence to support your opinion.
6. Based upon what you know of Kublai Khan, would he have been happy with the publication of The Travels of 

Marco Polo? Explain.

SOURCE 5 In The Travels of Marco Polo, experiences are 
often ‘larger than life’, leading to claims by many people that 
the book was more fiction than fact. Some people have even 
claimed that Marco Polo never made it to China.

… I will tell you another very wonderful thing; for there are 
men in this kingdom who have tails like dogs, larger than 
a palm, and who are covered with hair. They remain in the 
mountains, never visiting the towns. There are unicorns, with 
various beasts and birds for hunting.
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 When Kublai Khan died in 1294 he was suc-
ceeded by his grandson Temur, who called himself 
Emperor Chengzhong. Temur ruled according to 
his belief in the principles of Confucianism and 
worked towards establishing a more just society: 
 •    he brought northern and southern Chinese into 

the government  
 •   he held an investigation into government cor-

ruption and found 18 473 offi cials guilty of 
stealing from the state.   
 Following Temur’s death in 1307, the Yuan 

leadership was in an almost-constant state of fl ux, 
with seven emperors taking the throne within 
twenty-fi ve years. These emperors lacked Kublai 
Khan’s strength and vision, and were increasingly 
distrusted by Mongolians because they were seen 
as being too  Chinese. In  trying to re-establish 
their Mongolian identity, these emperors distanced 
themselves from Chinese society by passing harsh 
laws discriminating against the Chinese. The  Chinese continued to regard the Yuan emperors as foreigners 
heading an occupying army. Over time, Yuan government became weak and corrupt.  

  SOURCE 2  In the fi rst century BCE, the historian Yuan Káng explained the Chinese belief in the   mandate   of 
heaven and the principles of good government. 

 The king Tsu Chia [from the Shang dynasty] had been one of the ordinary people. When he came to the throne 
he knew what the people needed and so was kind and protective towards them. He didn’t dare treat with 
contempt those who needed him. He remained on the throne for 33 years … 

 The kings of the later Shang dynasty did not know anything of the hardships of the peasants and so did not 
know their people. They didn’t know anything except the pursuit of pleasure; and so not one of them had a 
long life. They only ruled for three or four years. 

 For generations, Mongol women had been noted for their independence and the infl uence they held 
within traditional Mongol society. By the fourteenth century, however, the granddaughters of Kublai Khan 
no longer played a prominent role in government. Although the binding of the feet of the Song Chinese 
women was never accepted by Mongol rulers, life for the women at the Yuan court had become more 
limited, refl ecting the adoption of Imperial Chinese traditions. As the Mongols of Persia embraced Islam, 
women’s traditional Mongolian dress was replaced by the   chador  , a symbol of   piety  . 

 10.10.2 Rebellion and secret societies 
 With their leadership weakening, the powerful Mongol clans began fi ghting with each other and disobeying 
the emperor. During the fourteenth century, there were numerous Mongolian rebellions against the Yuan 
and China was hit by a series of natural disasters. The Yellow River broke its banks, thousands drowned 
and China starved in the terrible famine that followed the fl ood. The Yuan government increased the suf-
fering of the Chinese people when it forced armies of Chinese peasants to work on the rebuilding of the 
Yellow River’s   dykes   and waterways. As conditions worsened, rebellion spread. 

  SOURCE 1  To many cultures, the Mongols always 
remained ‘barbarians’. This Japanese artwork depicts 
the Mongols as lacking sophistication.  
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  10.11  The Mongol legacy 
 10.11.1 Pax Mongolica 
 The rule of the Khans led to a period in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of relative peace across 
their realm. This peace, referred to by Western scholars as  Pax Mongolica , or the ‘Mongolian peace’, broke 
down the walls separating the great civilisations of Europe from those in the Middle East and Asia. During 
the rule of the Khans, different ways of living and different belief systems were brought together: farmers 

 10.10 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding 
1.    Explain how and why the Yuan dynasty fell.   

 Apply your understanding 
2.    There are many Chinese artworks similar to  SOURCE 1  that depict Mongols in unfl attering ways. Suggest 

what it tells historians about Chinese attitudes towards the Yuan dynasty.  
3.   Read  SOURCE 2  and then refer to the text to consider how, in the eyes of their Chinese subjects, the Khans 

of the Yuan dynasty broke the ‘mandate of heaven’.  
4.   Using  SOURCE 3  and the information in this spread, write a headline and news bulletin reporting on the 

activities of the rebels led by Zhu Yuanzhang.  
5.   Imagine you are a Mongol artist and have been asked to make alterations to the artwork in  SOURCE 1 . 

Explain the changes that you intend to make to communicate your sense of Mongol leadership.   

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.6: Decline and defeat  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 

 Zhu Yuanzhang 
 Chinese hatred of Mongol rule led to the growth of Chinese 
secret societies and rebellions against the Yuan dynasty. The 
most successful rebel leader was a peasant named Zhu Yuan-
zhang. After his family died in the famine, he became a bandit 
and rebel leader. In 1356, Zhu Yuanzhang led an army of rebels 
to capture the strategically important city of Nanjing. Over the 
next decade, from his stronghold in Nanjing, Zhu Yuanzhang 
used his knowledge of military strategy and government policy 
to extend his control over all of southern China. In 1368, he 
moved his army north and captured Beijing without a fi ght. 
Victorious, Zhu Yuanzhang declared himself the fi rst emperor 
of the Ming dynasty, meaning ‘brilliance’. 

 The last Yuan emperor, Toghun, fl ed Beijing and the Mon-
gols retreated with him to the vast grasslands and open plains 
of their homeland. Only a century after the death of Genghis 
Khan, the mighty Mongol Empire had fallen.     

  SOURCE 3  Zhu Yuanzhang rose 
from humble beginnings to lead the 
rebellion that destroyed the rule of 
the Khans.  
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 The cities of the Pax Mongolica trading empire grew rapidly in size, prospering from the infl ux of 
European money. Within the multicultural Mongol empire, freedom of religion was guaranteed, as was the 
safety of envoys or ambassadors from foreign lands. The Yasa provided the principles of law and order that 
governed Mongol territory. With each Mongol victory, civilisations were joined, new trade routes estab-
lished and new technological and economic advances made. In bringing together these diverse people and 
cultures, the Mongol Empire began to shape the modern world.  

and nomads; Asians and Europeans; and Christians, Muslims and Buddhists. Mongol control of the Asian 
trade routes gave protection to the caravans of precious goods, and encouraged European merchants to 
make the long journey to the Far East. During the reign of the Khans, the region was so tightly controlled 
that it was said ‘a maiden bearing a nugget of gold on her head could wander safely throughout the realm’. 

 As people and their trade goods moved back and forth across the Eurasian world, they brought with them 
skills and understanding. European travellers to China brought goods such as silver, fi ne cloth, horses, linen 
and musical instruments, and important foods like the cereal grass  sorghum . They also spread technical 
knowledge of processes such as sugar refi ning and   distillation  . From Persia, Europeans gained Islamic 
insight into mathematics, astronomy and science. From China, they adopted the wonderful technical, med-
ical and scientifi c advances pioneered by the Song dynasty, including: 
 •    printing  
 •   new methods of paper making  
 •   the magnetic compass  
 •   gunpowder  
 •   porcelain.    

 The Mongols created the fi rst paper money accepted by 
any government as payment for tax, and the value of Yuan 
dynasty paper money was guaranteed through exchange 
for gold or silver. The long distance trade of the Pax Mon-
golica introduced new ways for people to do business: 
 •    merchants could use bills of exchange rather than 

having to carry metal coins  
 •   a banking system that allowed deposit and withdrawal 

of money  
 •   insurance for valuable cargo.      

  SOURCE 1  The cultural and technological 
legacy of the Mongol Empire  

  SOURCE 2  Marco Polo describes the making and use of paper money in Yuan China. 

 In this city of Kanbalu is the mint of the grand khan, who may truly be said to possess the secret of the 
alchemists, as he has the art of producing money by the following process. He causes the bark to be stripped 
from those mulberry-trees the leaves of which are used for feeding silk-worms, and takes from it that thin inner 
rind which lies between the coarser bark and the wood of the tree. This being steeped [soaked], and afterwards 
pounded in a mortar, until reduced to a pulp, is made into paper … but quite black. When ready for use, he has 
it cut into pieces of money of different sizes, nearly square, but somewhat longer than they are wide … 

 The coinage of this paper money is authenticated with as much form and ceremony as if it were actually of 
pure gold or silver; for to each note a number of offi cers, specially appointed, not only subscribe their names, 
but affi x their signets also; and when this has been regularly done by the whole of them, the principal offi cer 
deputed [appointed] by his majesty, having dipped into vermillion [red] the royal seal … stamps with it the piece 
of paper, so that the form of the seal tinged with the vermillion remains impressed upon it, by which it receives 
full authenticity as current money, and the act of counterfeiting it is punished as a capital offence. 
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 10.11 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note : Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check your understanding 
1.    Imagine you are a Yuan dynasty offi cial. Write a short speech summarising the biggest changes to China 

under Mongol rule.  
2.   Who gained the most from the Mongol expansion? Who lost the most?  
3.   Explain the term  Pax Mongolica .   

 Apply your understanding 
4.     SOURCE 1  depicts a number of cultural and technological items introduced to the world by the Mongol 

Empire. Which do you think has had the most signifi cant impact upon the world? Justify your answer.  
5.   In  SOURCE 2 , Marco Polo depicts money-making as an almost mythical process. Which words and phrases 

contribute most to this sense that the process is ‘other-worldly’?  
6.    SOURCE 3  is a traditional illustration of a popular Mongolian pastime. Using a similar style, illustrate part of 

the money-making process described in  SOURCE 2 .  
7.   Was the term  Pax Mongolica  an appropriate description for the Mongolian Empire? Why or why not?  
8.   Was the legacy of the Yuan dynasty positive or negative? Explain.  
9.   What could we learn today from the successes and failures of the Yuan Empire?   

 But not everybody was guaranteed safety within the realm of the Khans. The suffering of the Chinese 
people under Mongol rule can be judged by the number of people who did not survive. The total population 
of China is estimated to have been approximately 120 million when the Mongol invasion began in 1225; by 
the end of the Yuan dynasty, it had fallen to 85 million.  

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.7: The Mongol legacy  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 

  SOURCE 3  A traditional Mongolian artwork showing polo, a game played by the Mongols to develop their 
horsemanship skills. This sport is still played today. 

  10.12  SkillBuilder: Recognising different 
perspectives 
 10.12.1 What is perspective in history? 
 It is said that history is written by the victors. In many cases, this is true. In the case of the Mongol expan-
sion, however, it is important to remember that the Mongols were mostly illiterate. Therefore, much of the 
empire’s written history was created by their literate enemies and allies. 
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1. When was this source created? This book was based upon the friar’s journey in 1245–47.
2. Who created this source and why? Friar John of Plano Carpini wrote this book after visiting Khan 

Kuyuk to plead, on the Pope’s behalf, for him to cease his attacks on lands occupied by Christians. 
The book focuses on the Mongols’ customs, religion and culture, as well as the best way to resist 
their army.

3. Who was the intended audience of this source, and how might this have affected its construction? 
Pope Innocent IV was the primary audience. The fact that he perceived the Mongols as a threat to the 
Christian way of life seems to have coloured many of the Friar’s descriptions.

4. In what ways does this source confirm or refute what I already know? This source highlights the 
often brutal practices of the Mongols, particularly during times of war. However, from other sources, 
we know they were often tolerant of people of other religious persuasions, including Christians.

5. How reputable was its creator(s)? This is hard to say for certain without further research. The book 
is noted for being one of the more accurate books of its sort written during this period; however, 

The importance of recognising different perspectives
When you are trying to understand historical events, places or people, it is important that you find a bal-
ance of sources. When investigating the world of the Mongols, these sources may include written accounts, 
pictures and other artwork, and artefacts. Some sources might have been created by the Yuan dynasty and 
others by the people they came into contact with at the time. History texts can also be reliable sources 
because their authors have the benefit of hindsight.

10.12.2 How to recognise different perspectives
When using sources, it is essential that you determine how reliable they are. You can do this by asking a 
number of questions. Note that not all of these questions will apply to all sources.
1. When was this source created?
2. Who created this source and why?
3. Who was the intended audience of this source, and how might this have affected its construction?
4. In what ways does this source confirm or refute what I already know?
5. How reputable was its creator(s)?
6. How might the political/social/cultural pressures of the time have influenced the creation of this 

source?
Only after you have found a number of sources, and assessed their strengths and weaknesses, can you 

say you have a balanced picture of history.

An example
SOURCE 1, an excerpt from a book written by the Franciscan Friar John of Plano Carpini, is used as an 
example of how the previous questions could be answered.

SOURCE 1 In the thirteenth century, a Franciscan friar named John of Plano Carpini was sent to Mongolia by 
Pope Innocent IV, who, like many other European rulers, was worried by the rapid expansion of the Mongol 
Empire. The friar met with Khan Kuyuk to ask him to stop attacking Christian land. The friar’s book, History 
of the Mongols, outlines some of the Mongol beliefs and customs, which the friar viewed as threatening and 
primitive.

Although they have no law concerning the doing of what is right or the avoidance of sin, nevertheless there are 
certain traditional things, invented by them or their ancestors, which they say are sins; for example to stick a 
knife into a fire, or even in any way to touch fire with a knife, or to extract meat from the cauldron with a knife, 
or to chop with an axe near a fire; for they believe that if these things were done, the fire would be beheaded … 
On the other hand, to kill men, to invade countries of other people, to take the property of others in any unlawful 
way, to commit fornication, to revile other men, to act contrary to the prohibitions and commandments of God, 
is considered no sin by them.
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  10.13  Research project: An 
interview with Genghis Khan 
 10.13.1 Scenario and task 
 The ABC’s  Time Travellers  is a well-known radio series. It features 
fi ctional but historically accurate interviews between real historical fi g-
ures and a time-travelling journalist named Gus. The Australian History 
Society wants you, an expert in the fi eld of the Mongol expansion in the 
thirteenth century, to construct a historically accurate interview for part 
of a segment to be aired about the great warrior leaders of the past. 

   Your focus is the period when the Mongols had consolidated their 
power by conquering what is now northern China, around 1215 CE. Your 
task is to  write and record  an imaginary radio interview of 2½–4  minutes 
with Genghis Khan. You will need to work in pairs; one person will play 

the friar’s Christian beliefs and loyalty to the Pope may have affected his depiction of the Mongols’ 
way of life.  

6.    How might the political/social/cultural pressures of the time have infl uenced the creation of this 
source?  The Pope, like many other world leaders, was afraid of the Khan’s power and his apparent 
disregard towards Christians. The friar seems to have responded to this by highlighting the more 
threatening aspects of Mongol culture.   

 10.12.3 Developing your skills 
  Examine SOURCE 2, from the writings of Marco Polo, and answer the questions about author perspective. 
(You may wish to refer to subtopic 10.9 to fi nd out more about Marco Polo and his book.) 
(a)    When was the source created?  
(b)   Who created this source and why?  
(c)   Who was the intended audience of this source, and how might this have affected its construction?  
(d)   In what ways does this source confi rm or refute what I already know?  
(e)   How reputable was its creator(s)?  
(f)   How might the political/social/cultural pressures of the time have infl uenced the creation of this source?     

  SOURCE 2  An excerpt from  The Travels of Marco Polo , written in the thirteenth century. 

 Marco Polo was an employee of the Yuan dynasty and one-time governor of a major Chinese city. 
 The great khan, lord of lords, named Kublai, is of a fi ne middle size, neither too tall nor too short; he has a 

beautiful fresh complexion, and well-proportioned limbs. His colour is fair and vermeil like the rose, his eyes 
dark and fi ne, his nose well formed and placed … He maintains also a number of concubines. There is a race of 
Tartars who are called Migrat or Ungrat, and are a very handsome people. From them are selected 100 girls — 
the most beautiful in all their country, who are conducted to court … It may be asked, if the people of this 
province do not feel aggrieved by having their children thus forcibly taken away. Assuredly not; on the contrary, 
they regard it as a favour and an honour; and the fathers feel highly gratifi ed when their daughters are thus 
selected. If, says one, my daughter is born under an auspicious planet, his majesty can best fulfi ll her destiny 
by marrying her more nobly than I can do. On the contrary, if the young lady, by bad conduct or any misfortune, 
be found disqualifi ed, he attributes the disappointment to her malignant stars. 

 Complete this digital doc:   Worksheet 10.8: Recognising different perspectives  

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 
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    10.13.2 Process   
 •    Research key events in Genghis Khan’s life, as well as the daily life and the class structure of Mongol 

society at the time.  
 •   Download the documents provided in the Resources tab to help you create a realistic and meaningful 

interview. First you will create a character chart for Genghis Khan. This will help you plan his responses 
to the interviewer’s questions.  

 •   Use the ‘What makes something newsworthy?’ document to help you frame effective journalistic 
 questions. Remember your audience and purpose — to create a simulated radio interview that makes the 
listener feel the events are current and newsworthy.  

 •   Use the ‘Writing dialogue that sounds real’ document to help you plan your interview. You could also 
look on the ABC website and fi nd transcripts of real interviews from radio programs to use as a model.  

 •   Write your interview script and then rehearse it (try to get it sounding natural).  
 •   Record your interview and when happy with the fi nal result submit for assesment. 

  Hint:  If possible, try recording your interview outdoors away from traffi c or other sounds from modern 
society. This will give your interview more credibility.   

Go online to access additional resources such as templates, images and weblinks.

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 

the role of Genghis Khan and one person will be Gus, the journalist. Your primary responsibility is to make 
the interview historically accurate in terms of facts and dates.  Hint:  It is a good idea to give the interview a 
key focus. What will your lead question be? The lead or opening question is often a good signpost for the 
key theme or focus of an interview. 

  10.14  Review 
 10.14.1 Review   
 In this topic, we have learned about the sharp rise and fall of one of the world’s greatest empires, as well as 
the leaders at the heart of it. We have explored the contrasts of the Yuan dynasty, from its violent conquests 
to its tolerance of different beliefs and promotion of multicultural city centres. We have also considered the 
different experiences of those living within the Mongols’ realm during their century-long rule.                
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10.14 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Multiple choice quiz

Short answer quiz
1. What was the name of the Chinese capital under the Jin dynasty?
2. What was the childhood name of the leader who united the Mongol tribes?
3. What does the name Genghis Khan mean?
4. Why was the Silk Road so important to Genghis Khan?
5. In what year did Genghis Khan conquer the Jin?
6. Where did the last of the Song take refuge and how were they finally defeated?
7. What does the name Yuan mean?
8. Name one artist and one writer who was well-known during the Yuan dynasty.
9. Which Asian nation defeated Mongol ships on two separate occasions?

10. Name three things that Kublai Khan built or rebuilt after conquering China.
11. Explain one of the following terms in your own words: Daoism, yin and yang, or Confucianism.
12. Where did Marco Polo travel on his journeys?
13. Why have the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries been referred to as the age of the Mongols?

Apply your understanding
14. SOURCES 1 and 2 are evidence of some aspects of traditional Chinese and Mongol life and culture. Referring 

to these sources, list some of the activities or daily tasks that would have been common at that time.

KEY TERMS
ambassador an authorised messenger or representative
blockade the shutting off of a location to prevent entry or exit
cavalry a unit of the army mounted on horseback
chador a dark dress or cloak that covers the body and face below the eyes
civil servant a person who works for the public
civilian an ordinary citizen
courier a messenger, often carrying important government documents
distillation the purification or concentration of a substance
dyke a barrier or bank of earth for controlling water of the sea or river
dynasty a sequence of rulers from the same family
granary a storehouse for grain
imperial the rule of an emperor or something belonging to an empire
literacy to be able to read and write
magistrate a minor judicial officer
mandate a command or order from a superior power
mercenary a soldier who fights for money rather than for patriotic reasons
metre arrangement of words in measured, patterned or rhythmic lines or verses
mutton the flesh of a mature sheep used as food
occupation invasion, conquest, and control of a nation or territory by foreign armed forces
piety religious devotion
porter a person who carries luggage and heavy loads
reconnaissance a search made to gain military information
rickshaw a small two-wheeled vehicle pulled by a man
siege capturing a protected place by surrounding it and cutting off supplies
steppe a vast plain without trees 
tribute a tax or regular payment given to ensure protection or peace
ward a district in a city or town
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15. In pairs, discuss the ways in which life would have been different in a Mongol or Song dynasty community 
from what we experience in modern-day Australia.

16. Write a letter to a newspaper identifying what our modern society could learn from these traditional ways 
of life.

 Back to the big questions 
  At the beginning of this chapter several big questions were posed. Use the knowledge you have gained to 
answer these questions. 
1.    What was China like before the Mongol invasion?  
2.   What alliances were important to the success of the Mongol Empire?  
3.   How did technology assist Genghis Khan in his ambition for conquest?  
4.   How did Genghis Khan’s rule differ from that of his descendants?  
5.   How did the Mongol Empire reshape the world?  
6.   What led to the collapse of the Mongol Empire?   

SOURCE 1 A Song dynasty painting of a peasant family at work SOURCE 2 An illustration from a 
medieval manuscript showing a sultan 
resting his horse while fl eeing the 
army of Genghis Khan

 Try out these interactivites: Mongol expansion timeline
Mongol expansion crossword

     Complete these digital docs:   Worksheet 10.9: Crossword   
   Worksheet 10.10: Summing up   
   Worksheet 10.11: Refl ection    

   RESOURCES — ONLINE ONLY 
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